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DURATION: 1 hr. 20 min. 

 

00:00 to 00:08 AM-00  Title 

00:08 to 29:12 AM-01  Talk 

29:12 to 37:05 AM-02  Talk 

37:05 to 44:47 AM-03  ATM  Side-lying, lengthening arm to ceiling 

44:47 to 50:22 AM-04  Demonstration 

50:22 to 55:34 AM-05  ATM Lesson resumes 

55:34 to 1:19:23 AM-06  Talk 

 

********************************************************************************************** 
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AM-1 00:08 to 29:12  
TALK  

• Language and human experience 
• On touch-based Functional Integration 
• On facilitating group learning 

 
 
AM-2 29:12 to 37:05 

TALK  
1. Organising students in space of room ready to do ATM 

• Considering space, time, and manipulation in relation to action is important 
• Manipulation refers to the organisation of our own self 

2. More aspects of Functional Integration 
• From the perspective of reaching the largest number of human beings possible and 

diffusing the method worldwide, "Working with a large group is more important than 
working with your hands." 

• "I have translated everything we can do  with the hands so that you can learn it yourself by 
listening." 

 
 
AM-3 37:05 to 44:47 

ATM  
1.  Organises students within space of room ready to do ATM 

• Exploring the organisation of the lifted arm 
o referencing the orientation of the palm 
o finding 'neutral' position for the lifted armby turning it in one direction, then the 

other, distinguishing the range of motion, and feeling for mid-point 
o organising lifted arm so that the spatial relationship of the lifted arm, and the arm 

on the floor, afford the palms coming together as if applauding  
• Embedded talk - "it is very important what I'm saying" -- refering to above  

o In fact there no correct action. There is no  such thing as correct action. Any action is 
good for the person if he wants to do it, and he knows that he's doing it, and that's 
what he wanted to do. Then it's good.  

o There is nothing that is correct or incorrect 
• "Make the arm longer/shorter" -- note how this movement direction is composed. It is 

referencing the somatic experience associated with moving the arm in a certain way 
 
 
AM-4 44:47 to 50:22 

Demonstration 
• Example:  "I will show you what you shouldn't do" 
• We don't think for ourselves. We have to learn to do that. 
• Class observes person lengthening/shortening arm 
• This is "bad teaching" 
• Talk on teaching and learning   
• We must start with what you know. I must teach in a "lower" form. 
• Through awareness we know what we are doing. We have to learn this. 
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AM-5 50:22 to 55:34 
ATM Lesson resumes. 

• Lengthen/shorten arm, with "RESTRICTIONS" 
o keep arm directed to ceiling, "the direction of the arm remaining what it is" 
o not bending elbow 
o knees remaining in contact - do not turn the pelvis 
o touch the floor with shoulder blade ONLY if it easy to do, and you do not have to 

seperate the knees 
• Moshe directs an individual directly by name 
• Cues to facilitate shoulder blade moving towards floor 

o  turn the shoulder girdle, head 
o move  eyes to see the hand 
o note what happens in the chest. What does the chest do? 

• "We are not learning to touch the floor with the shoulder blade but to become aware of 
how to do it, and what happens in the body.  

• Contrastive variations 
o do not move head at all; keep  it stationery -- note how much it limits shoulder 

blade movement. You can see, quite a lot 
o allow head to move, but not chest; keep the chest fixed. 

• Learning to act via observation and imatation tends to diminish detailed awareness of how 
we do things. "Therefore we are  unable to use our arm as our nervous system, our 
skeleton and muscles permit here and now." 

• "Rather than being able to do things how we want, according to our will, we do things 
ourselves in the way we have learned in the past. 

 
 
AM-6 55:34 to 1:19:23 

Talk. 
• The most important things to carry away from this course: 

o we enact our intentions act in a peculiar, personal way 
o that peculiar personal way depends on several things 

§ your human genetic inheritance -- we all share in common a human 
structure/form, more or less  

§ your personal experience  
o We act according to the image of our body we have learned. This image is only "a 

small portion of our REAL BODY." 
o Lessons promote encountering the intrinsic possibilties of the REAL BODY. Lessons 

are composed to favour people  discovering capacities that were always present but 
which never manifested fully. This is a major thing. 

• Evidence that a person has learned something: 
o Can enact an intention in ways not previously available 
o Responds differently to directions, such as "lift your hand", indicating a new 

understanding of a movement related concept. 
• Human beings have the potential for  great finesse in actions involving the hand. We can all 

train that ability to do. 
• "The REAL BODY is infintaley better than the image of our self by which we use our body. 

The image we have of our body is a small part of our real body.  
• The improvement will be only inasmuch as I will guide you to discover in yourself the ability 

of getting from that body image that you have, to the ideal image which is your real image.  
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• The REAL IMAGE of the body means all the things that you could do with your nervous 
system and body as it is. 

• What does it mean, real body? The real body is the body that would have developed with a 
nervous system who had a history which helps optimal development. That is the real body. 
"if you let that system grow in the optimal conditions of the nervous system, it would grow 
differently from me and you or anybody else. None of us has had real, optimal conditions. 
You see, none of us has had real optimal conditions." 

• if you can learn to do something which is beyond anything you could imagine before, in a 
half an hour or an hour, surely you have not created something new. You have cleaned a 
dark corner in the brain, and you have opened it and let it work. That you can do in half an 
hour. You cannot make that floor in half an hour, but you can clean it in half an hour. You 
can remove the dust, you can clean the boards in five minutes, but you can’t create it in five 
minutes. Now in our body, in our nervous system, it’s exactly the same thing. You can’t 
create anything new in an hour or in a day, and therefore, any improvement means that we 
have removed some sort of junk, some sort of dust, some sort of blocks, if you like, that has 
been encountered through the genetic inheritance, through the personal experience, which 
made us come to the point where we are now. 

• Every one of us has things like that where he would like to be, and feels he could be, but he 
doesn’t do it. How does he do it, that he doesn’t do what he wants? 

• Teaching and learning are two different things. 
• We are capable of doing only a small portion  of what the real body can do. 
• All our notions are ludicrously loose. 
• The parts of the self that are used improve with age like good wine. The parts that are not 

used become an impediment and destroy all life. It is therefore important to achieve the 
real self and get rid of the junk that interferes with using it. And it’s important to make the 
body clear and clean of the rubbish that we have collected around ourselves from our 
parents, from our education from our institutions and get rid of them and use ourselves 
again to renew our understanding -- that doesn’t mean that we have to throw everything 
away -- but we every time renew and reconstruct our life now... But we don’t do it. What 
they do is what they have been wired in to do. That means we use ourselves like 
automatons wired in to use a little part of ourselves --  about 10% of our body, about 10% 
of our mental ability is used in a way which is satisfactory enough to make an average idiot 
-- because that’s what we are. If you think that you and I are not responsible for the killings 
in Vietnam or for what happens in the world and the millions that die of hunger, and other 
trouble that we have in the world -- if we are not responsible, then who is? So, we’re not so 
clever, we have some things that are well, but on the whole, we only use a little bit of our 
real self. A little bit of our real body, and therefore, we show such a poor figure, to 
ourselves; not with other things the rest  is unimportant, but everyone to himself. 

 
********************************************************************************************** 
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ALTERNATIVE SUMMARY 
Introduction 
 
Language and human experience 
Our language is embedded in a conceptual framework. In modern western culture the framework is 
constructed for viewing human beings and the world in a certain way. That framework doesn't fit our work 
and our teaching, and so we must explicate what we mean. 
 
Language is important to human culture. However, language cannot convey the fullness of a person's 
experience. It is not possible to represent in words the experience of eating a mango. 
 
Words are symbols, not signs. In mathematics signs always mean exactly the same thing and all 
mathematicians know what the meaning is. This is not the case with words because they are symbols which 
entail many facets. For example, the word "chair".  
 

Moshe references Korzybski, "Studies in Silence" -- we must say “that chair at this moment” and point with the 
finger, before we know what we really mean 

 
Touch-based Functional Integration 
In this work we touch the person with the hands. However, it's not what we do with the hands but how we 
touch and handle that is most important. What do we mean by how?  
 
These things don’t exist wihtin the paradigm of this work: 

• we don’t remove blocks from people 
• we don’t teach people 
• we don’t treat people 
• we don’t help people  
• we don't instruct people  
• we don’t force people 

 
What do we mean by "directing a person": 
It is not: 

• vocally instructing the person what to do ordering the person about 
• correcting the person 
• controlling the person 

It is: 
• touching a person to organise themselves 
• conveying to the person a change that s/he will make in themselves 
• presenting the person with an opportunity of learning what they didn’t learn before 
• he must become gradually aware of that 
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In touch-based Functional Integration 
• two bodies are joined 
• Through our contact with the person there will be a two-way, non-verbal, communication - 

interactions that are beneath the person's conscious understanding 
• It is a two-way connection between two people on a non-verbal level which makes it possible to help 

the person. 
• we organize the person's body in a way that promotes a way of doing emerging that is inherent in the 

system -- because all other normal nervous systems do that when they are brought in that situation. 
• we assume that in all human action the whole system participates: the skeleton, the nervous system, 

the glands, the mind, the emotions and everything. 
• The person who works must know what to do in order to convey to the person, through their own 

feeling that what he feels, where they are not as good as they could be, in order for them to resume 
growth,  to learn anew some parts which they have neglected or skipped due to life circumstances 

• Through use of the hands we find out what is necessary in that body, in order to address that thing for 
which the person came. 

• By attending to the person you can locate the source of his trouble. The important thing is to convey 
to you that there will be a connection between the two people and the touch will convey from the 
person, from the one who, the teacher who should realize what is necessary for the person whom he 
teaches and what in what way he can convey it most directly. 

 
What we say to people when they first come to us: 

• we are not going to cure an incurable disease 
• tell me how were you ten years ago 
• when did you first know that you had 'X' 
• How was it then when you found out you had 'X'  
• we can bring you to a state of functioning as you were before you knew you had 'X'. If that’s 

satisfactory with you we'll start. If not go on with your M.D. 
• we will bring you in the state as you were before. And this [they] usually don’t believe, of course, and 

very often can’t. 
 
People think that if they are not ill they are healthy. Every one of us is not ideal, and yet we can live our lives 
without being a perfect person. 
 
In the first lesson you should help the person to overcome or rearrange the outstanding difficulty that actually 
is in his mind at this moment. It's your job to find that out. If you come to that and use your thinking brain you 
will never do that. 
 
Initially people with a problem cannot believe that you can assist them. You can talk to them as much as you 
like, they don't believe you. If you want through words to change their attitude, you are in for years of work. 
"Your words are like throwing peas at the wall, as the Jews say. It has no effect." 
 

If a person comes to you with an incurable disease and if you tell them you can cure them, they he will think you 
are cuckoo or a charlatan. Doctors, everybody, has told them that they have an incurable disease. And even after 
successfully working with them you may say, look you can walk, and you have no pain, but they reply, "Yes I feel 
much better, but what about my disease?”  You may reply, "Keep your incurable disease. We will only enable you 
to move and walk properly. But you will never get rid of your incurable disease, unless you want to get rid of it—if 
it’s possible, because there are things that are impossible. Then, if you are able to remove the stigma, the block 
that one gets through the understanding that he has an incurable disease, you find that an extraordinary latitude 
of function can be recovered. At the beginning of almost any disease you can always do something with a person 
to make their symptoms made less significant, less debilitating. 

 
Learning non-verbal-based FI is not so easy -- you must rid yourself of many things you usually do. 
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You will find that we want to know. To know we must feel. But if we don’t feel, we can’t know. So it is a kind of 
thing that you have to do in a very gradual way. First we do it with intelligence, approximating something to do 
with the hands. Then we give you the experience of touching many heads until you can feel that touching one 
head and the other is quite different; not only you are different, but the head is different; and not only the head is 
different, you are different on touching that head.  

 
The real learning is in the doing. You need to:  

• desire to understand  
• learn to rely on your sensory apparatus, on your feeling,  
• be able to return back to articulate in words what you sense. You need to be able to verbally 

communicate it to anyone in order to teach. And unless you can represent it in words to yourself, your 
feeling is distorted.  

 
You have to develop ability to 

• sensorially communicate/convey to a body  
• distinguish whether the sensory communication was understood 
• distinguish whether what you intended to communicate is performed or not  

 
Facilitating group learning 
What's important in this method is not the teacher who teaches, but that people learn. The teacher’s duty is 
to present it in such a way all improve approximately the same amount during each lesson. If it doesn’t 
happen, it shows that the teacher doesn’t know how the nervous system functions. Assuming that people 
have nervous systems that are more or less normal everyone should be able to work and improve 
approximately the same amount, at each lesson. 
 

********************************************************************************************** 

 
The essential ingredients of action 
 
Moshe asks people to lie on the floor. He notes different ways people orient themselves: 

• some relative to Moshe's location 
• some relative to the walls of the room 
• some relative to the space of the room 

 
Even though individuals have committed themselves to a particular orientation, they are not necessarily 
aware of it -- and yet a trained observer can note it. 
 
Moshe proceeds to organise people within the space of the room in order to: 

• optimise use of the available space, "economically exploitative of the space that we have" 
• make it more "convenient for everybody" 

 
A human act is a harmonious whole. To fully represent a human action we must at least refer two main 
structural features: 

• manipulation: the organization of our own self 
• orientation 

o spatial 
o temporal 
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When learning to how act in Awareness Through Movement, you must pay attention to, become aware of, all 
three ingredients. "All the three ingredients of action must be harmoniously connected, otherwise it won’t 
work." 

********************************************************************************************** 

 
Socially ATM is more important than FI 
 
Moshe wants his method to reach and benefit the greatest number of people possible. It does not make sense 
to emphasise teaching one-on-one hands-on work through which you may, in a lifetime, be able to tend to 
1,000 people. From the point of view of humanity this number is of little significance. 
 
Therefore working with large groups is more important than working with your hands. The important thing is 
to be able to contact very great masses of people through the media that we have. If it’s not important to you 
it will never come to be. But if it is important, then we should focus on contacting many people through 
Awareness Through Movement.  
 
It all started with me working with the hands. Guided by that idea, gradually I translated everything that I 
could do with the hands into something which a person can learn for themselves by listening to and doing 
Awareness Through Movement. 
 

********************************************************************************************** 
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ATM  Side-lying, arm to ceiling 
  San Francisco: 16/06/75 AM 
 
Lying on R side 
L arm lifted to sky/ceiling 
R arm lying on floor at shoulder level, palm to ceiling 

 
Note direction L palm faces 

 
Moshe invites people to look at the diversity in room. 
 
The variety of responses to "such a simple movement" is an example of how words as symbols can be interpreted 
in a multiplicity of different ways 

 
1. Turn whole arm around itself. 

In one direction, then the other 
-- the whole arm remains upright 
 

1b. Gradually increase the angle of rotation 
-- Q: how much tension should there be in hand 
-- Q: how much strength in arm, wrist 

 
1c. Completely straighten fingers, stretch them 

-- Q: is that useful in this position/activity 
 

1d. Bend fingers. Let hand go completely loose 
 
1e. Between those two extremes distinguish what's useful/reasonable 

for enacting your intention  
 

1f. Continue turning whole arm - R/L or clockwise/anticlockwise 
Gradually find a position for the arm that you feel is 'neutral' 

-- not turned too much in one direction or the other 
 
1g. Stop in perceived 'neutral' position. 

-- Note direction palm is facing. Different? 
 
Moshe comments that there is now more uniformity amongst people. 
 
"You can see that lifting the arms means two hundred different things if there are two hundred different 
people. But once you invite them into an experience, they realize suddenly that there is a neutral position 
that they never thought of, that the arm can turn right and left and the limits are given and then you stop 
when there’s no right and left of course that’s the neutral." 

 
2. Move L arm towards R arm, as if to applaud with hands.   Return 

-- Note how you orient L palm/arm now 
 
Orientation of L palm and arm is implied in the learned social convention of applauding, and so people 
organise their movement according to their understanding of the convention. 

 
Arm pointing to ceiling 
2a. Note direction L palm faces now 
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In fact there is no such thing as a correct action. Any action is good for the person if he wants to do it and 
he knows that he is doing it and that’s what he wants to do and 
he does it. But I say that people act and don’t know how they act. And that’s what we are going to learn. 

 
STOP 

 
Lying on R side 
Leg bent, L knee resting on top of R 
Thighs at right-angles to front of torso 
L arm lifted to ceiling - as before 
 

3. Make L arm taller / shorter 
 

This instruction sensory-based - how the arm feels when moving it 
 
Move L shoulder-blade away / towards floor 
Move the hand towards / away-from ceiling   

-- keep the elbow straight 
-- the whole arm always remains pointing to ceiling 
 
DEMONSTRATION 
Moshe comments that we must learn to think for ourselves. ATM encourages this kind of learning. 
However, quoting that "there is nothing that is really correct or incorrect in and of itself" he stops the 
group and asks the group to observe students whom he has selected to demonstrate the movement. At 
this moment, for his purposes, learning through observing suits his purposes for the groups' learning. 
Even so he still states: "This is rubbishy teaching that I did now. I did that which you do in universities and 
schools and everywhere. That is teaching. You see, here I force, you, by the example, to imitate and do 
what I want you to do. That is, I am teaching, but you are not learning. You imitate. That’s the gravest 
thing I have against teaching as it’s done. There are, fortunately, both in universities and in schools and in 
kindergarten now around the world, and in the theatre movement and in music, people who understand 
that and have stopped teaching in that imitative way which is the most primitive way of teaching. Unless 
you understand, unless you know, imitation is idiotic. You do something which you think you saw. And 
that is the kind of thing which we will eradicate from our teaching altogether. We will do it at the 
beginning only because otherwise we have no start. We must start with what you know. And therefore, if 
I do it only my way then you will sit and not understand a thing. Therefore, I’m playing down to what we 
are normally, by making you see and imitate. But he has learned it, I don’t know, he hasn’t learned it 
through imitation, I think he has learned it through awareness. We have to know what we’re doing." 

 
3a. Continue 

Turn head as you move arm 
-- note that fingers get closer to ceiling, shoulder blade gets nearer to floor 
-- knees stay in contact with each other 
-- touch shoulder blade to floor ONLY IF IT FEELS EASY 

 
"We are not learning to touch the floor with the shoulder blades, but to become aware of how to do it, 
and what happens in the body." 

 
3b. Continue 

When shoulder-blade goes towards floor, turn eyes to see hand 
-- Note what head does 
-- Note what happens in chest 

3c. Continue 
Keep head motionless 
 

3d. Continue 
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Alternate: moving head / keeping head motionless 
-- Note how head motion effects movements of shoulder-blade 

 
3e. Continue 

Keep chest motionless. 
-- head can move 
-- shoulder-blade can slide on back of chest, that's a different movement 
-- attend to shoulder-blade, note how it moves now 
-- attend to collar-bone, note how it's moving 
 
We continue to move ourselves according to what we already know, what we have learned. And 
therefore, we are unable to use our arm as our nervous system, our skeleton and muscles permit here 
and now. So in fact, if you don’t pay attention, become aware, the arm will move only the way it wants. It 
has nothing to do with your will. 

 
STOP  Sitting 

 
********************************************************************************************** 

 
Moshe's concept of the 'real' body 
 
Perhaps the most important thing that you will carry away from this course is this: 

• that human beings are agentive, having the capacity to choose freely 
• that agentive beings act 
• that actions have to do with intentions 

 
Genetically you and I are homo sapiens, which entails being a particular kind of living system, with a particular 
form. There is variety, but nevertheless we all have sufficient in common to be called humans. It is what we 
share in common as human beings that is the most important thing.  
 

"We all have two eyes and a nose and a mouth and a nervous system and a skeleton and more or less the same 
structures, and more or less the same nervous system; but our nervous systems have more in common than 
anything else."  

 
As human beings we primarily learn through experience, and so grow into doing things in different ways, from 
culture to culture, from person to person. 
 
Every one of us has an image of the body, and we act after the image of our own body that we have formed 
through experience.  
 

"But the image of our own body, I contend, is a small portion of our REAL BODY." 
 
The body image is but a small part of the real body. I make a distinction, the body as it is now, and the real 
body. What does it mean, 'real body'? You have a human inheritance: a human system. Theoretically, the real 
body is the body that would have developed had the system had a history that afforded optimal 
development. None of us has had real, optimal conditions. We are capable of doing only 10% of what the real 
body can do -- we use only 10% of our inherent potential. We only a small part of our brain's potential. Think 
of all the possible combinations of neural patterns that can be generated in the brain. 
 
Our image of the body is but a small part of our real body. The real body represents all the things that you 
could do with your nervous system and body. Therefore, our real body is infinitely better than the image of 
our self by which we use our body.  
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By paying attention, distinguishing, becoming aware, and learning as we do in ATM we enlarge our current 
body image, bringing it closer to the real body. ATM can make an enormous difference to our perception of 
self, to how we enact our intentions. The improvements you experience through doing ATM are related to 
you to discover in yourself the ability of changing your body image so that it grows more towards the ideal 
image which is your real image. Through learning you will get to your real body. Remember, being taught, and 
learning are two different things.  
 
In ATM you learn on your own self. One effect of this kind of learning is that it changes how you move, and 
your understanding of how you may move. However, "you will see that this is a minor thing". 
 
 
In this method we use the ideas of body image and the real body in ways that are much more important than 
intellectually comprehending the concepts. If you can learn to do something in half-an-hour which is beyond 
anything you could imagine before, you have not created something new within the system, you have simply 
cleaned a dark corner in the brain, and you have opened it and let it work. In our body, in our nervous system, 
it’s exactly the same thing.  
 
We all have notions of how we would like to be, and feelings about how one could be, and yet we don't do it. 
 
How is it that we do not do what we actually want? First, we may not know what we want. Second, we may 
not know what we are actually doing. You can't really enact your intentions -- even simple one's like moving 
an arm or leg -- without knowing: 

•  that you are here 
• how you are oriented 
• the way you do it or you don’t 
• whether it’s as you wished it or not 

 
"The parts that are used improve with age like good wine. The parts that are not used become an impediment and destroy 
all life. It is therefore important to achieve the real self and get rid of the junk that interferes with using it. And it’s 
important to make the body clear and clean of the rubbish that we have collected around ourselves from our parents, from 
our education from our institutions and get rid of them and use ourselves again to renew our understanding. That doesn’t 
mean that we have to throw everything away, but we every time renew and reconstruct our life now, because now we are 
responsible. But many don’t do this. What they do is what they have been wired in to do. That means we use ourselves like 
automatons wired-in to use a little part of ourselves. About 10% of our body, about 10% of our mental ability is used in a 
way which is satisfactory enough to make an average idiot—because that’s what we are. If you think that you and I are not 
responsible for what happens in the world, then who is? So, we’re not so clever, we have some things that are (well), but 
on the whole, we only use a little bit of our real self. A little bit of our real body, and therefore, we show such a poor figure, 
to ourselves." 

 
********************************************************************************************** 

 


